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ABSTRACT
This article is a humble attempt to deal with the state of women and Importance of Female writers in English Literature.
On the one hand, a woman is extolled to the heights of heaven by epitomizing her as a goddess, on the other hand, she is
damned as an abla, a weakling who depends upon man for her existence and sustenance. The article traces the paradigm
shift where a woman emerges despite all obstacles to hold her own identity in personal and professional life. Here
woman is not put vis-a-vis man but woman is no more an accessory to man rather a companion, a life partner who is
equal to him in every respect.
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INTRODUCTION
Writing has been an impression of the human culture over hundreds of years. It has been the most intense
medium of inciting human feelings and considerations. We giggle our hearts our over comedies, we burst into
tears over tragedies, we get enthused by blending social substances and some writing that just transport us to
the universe of magnificence and nice sentiments. Writing gives us a chance to enjoy lives and ways of life of
individuals we have never known and who aren't from our circumstances. It gives us a chance to sneak in with
the general mish-mash of their life, their social setup, esteem framework, culture, doctrine, nature, conduct,
demeanor and life conditions. Writing doesn't have a place with a place, it doesn't have a place with a man; it
is widespread. Indian English writing discovers its underlying foundations in the rich Indian culture. India has
been a place that is known for stories and tales. While prior Indian writing involved legends, religious
compositions, verse, and so forth, in Hindi and other territorial dialects, Indian English writing appeared with
the entry of the British in India. It was the nearness of the British that impacted Indians to breed their own
particular English Literature and that gave Indian English fiction its genuine presence.
Indian English fiction has positively made its check in the World writing. The reasons are numerous. Indian
English writing is a declaration of the significant Indian sensibility. Since books are thought to be the simplest
and the most convincing medium to associate with the perusers, we, through our fiction, have been fruitful in
touching the hearts and psyches of perusers all over the globe. In spite of the fact that early Indian writing
didn't have fiction as an abstract sort, our Indian English Fiction developed perfectly and turned into a
fundamental piece of our writing. Today Indian books are getting extraordinary basic approval and are getting
to be noticeably worldwide blockbusters.
Through Indian English books, Indian culture, Indian point of view, Indian folklore, Indian standards, and
Indian method for living is being proliferated and advanced far and wide. The sort of assortment which can be
confirm in our books is admirable. Indian composition paints the real nature of life in India. The writers have
reasonably introduced the social, monetary, political, social, religious and otherworldly side of India. Our
books have really gone about as a scaffold associating the East and the West.
Indian English written work has made considerable progress since its initiation. While the early compositions
included interpretations of territorial writing into English, slowly our scholars began penning down their
unique considerations in English. The starting point of novel writing in India harmonizes with the initiation of
Indian English novel composition. Prior a few books were composed in Bengali and Hindi dialect. However
the genuine start of Indian English novel composition was with the landing of Bankim Chandra Chatterjee's,
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Rajmohan's Wife (1864) which was trailed by Anand Math in 1882. These books made ready for the maturing
scholars of that time. At that point came the authors like Rajalakshmi Devi who composed.
Bhabani Bhattacharya's books additionally examine the social, financial and political issues of contemporary
period. His first novel So Many Hungers (1947) manages the topic of abuse of poor people and the craving
that won because of Bengal starvation. It additionally tosses light on the Quit India Movement. Music for
Mohini (1952) portrays the combination of the old and the new arrangement of qualities and furthermore
demonstrates the superstitions winning in the general public. He who Rides a Tiger (1954) demonstrates a
tragic photo of the less special ones in the general public who need to battle each day because of neediness,
rank framework and other old existing convictions. It likewise demonstrates the unfeeling methodology of the
high-conceived towards the oppressed. It likewise grandstands a Man's requital against the poser society. A
Goddess Named Gold (1960) presents man's desire for gold and brings up the significance of genuine
flexibility. It exhibits before us the opposite powers cooperating for their individual advantages. In Shadow
from Laddakh (1966), out of sight of the Indo-China struggle of 1962 examines about the social commitments
that regularly turn into an obstruction in human joy. He even portrays the contention between the two
inaccessible thoughts, manners of thinking and convictions. A Dream in Hawaii (1978) is an impression of the
essayist's involvement in the West. The novel all the while presents the eastern and western standards and
their relationship. Bhabani Bhattacharya's commitment to Indian English writing can't be disparaged. Despite
the fact that he has composed just six books yet every one of them deliver the total substances of the general
public touching each stroll of life.
Developmental Influences
Bhabani Bhattacharya is a standout amongst the most appreciated authors in the historical backdrop of Indian
English Literature. It wouldn't be an embellishment to call him the main light of post-freedom Indian English
authors. The interpretation of his books in more than 20 dialects including fourteen European dialects
plentifully shows his acknowledgment in the West. He got the Sahitya Akademy Award in 1967 for his book
Shadow from Laddakh. His ordinary subjects, model utilization of Indian articulations and qualities mirror the
Indianness in him. His books impeccably depict Indian life. His multidimensional vision has made each of his
books an imaginative artful culmination in itself. Through his books, he has not just introduced the
tribulations in the contemporary Indian culture and the sufferings of a typical man yet has additionally
strengthened the need to mitigate them for a flawless adjust.
His steadfast faith in the mixing of the old and current arrangement of qualities is straightforwardly
communicated through different circumstances. His unstoppable characters and their inexhaustible soul are
confirmation of the good faith and courage that he holds inside him. K. K. Sharma opines, "Even amidst
loathsome and grievous scenes of human sufferings and torments, life states itself shining in the midst of
cinders" (Bhabani Bhattacharya: His Vision and Themes, 13). This inspirational disposition is the thing that
brings Bhabani Bhattacharya's characters through even in the most testing circumstances. Bhattacharya is a
genuine diamond of Indian English Fiction writers. His books introduce a genuine delineation of the
turbulence in India because of social, political and monetary motion. His profound comprehension of human
instinct and human mind helped him make uncommon characters and create incredible writing. Every one of
his books hold a profound social reason, yet in the meantime, they are sufficiently fascinating to keep the
peruser's interest in place. Bhattacharya's books are an impression of Indian culture and the handy significance
of his books is ageless. They are pertinent even today. The thirty years of his life as an author amid which he
delivered his real works were genuinely the brilliant years in the historical backdrop of Indian English
Literature.
Bhabani Bhattacharya developed in an India which was bearing a remote run the show. As he developed he
saw our nation's battle for flexibility, in the expectation of influencing another universe of its to claim. There
were individuals who were prevailing and individuals who were weak. The developments for achieving
Independence were on full swing and that influenced India in each circle. That was the time when everyone
had a fantasy. Individuals were longing for autonomy for a superior tomorrow. The social condition turned
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into the greatest motivation for the scholars of that period. Bhattacharya being a sympathetic individual got
influenced an extraordinary arrangement by the overall social conditions around him. In the expressions of
Dorothy Shimer, "these were the powers that whirled about Bhabani Bhattacharya as he cleared out preadulthood and achieved masculinity". In this way the battle for Independence finds a noticeable place in his
artistic work.
Bhabani Bhattacharya's huge ability as a writer is certain. His books under one focal thought cover many sub
topics. Each of his books resembles a diverse picture of the genuine face of society. The characters in his
books are scratched so wonderfully that they let the perusers associate with them right away. Bhabani
Bhattacharya's female characters hold an extremely unmistakable place in his books. They are either the hero
or they are near the hero. The characters like Suruchi, Mohini, Devyani, Meera, Chandralekha and Kajoli are
the genuine face of Indian lady. The female characters of Bhattacharya have awesome substance; they are
ladylike and they hold solid self control. He depicts female characters stuffed with vivacity, appeal, attraction
and blessed with mind, generosity and continuance. This motivation appears to have originated from his very
own friend, his significant other, Salila Mukharjee. Bhabani Bhattacharya has regularly conceded that Salila
had been his companion and a help in every one of his attempts. She has roused the writer to make
extraordinary scholarly work. Jayadev's Maitreyi in Music for Mohini seems, by all accounts, to be motivated
by Salila. In his letter to Dr. Malta Grover, Bhattacharya said "my better half has been exceptionally useful in
my imaginative attempts.
TRADITION AND MODERNITY
Music for Mohini is the liveliest bit of work among all Bhabani Bhattacharya's books. The profound gap
amongst custom and innovation is distinctively depicted and the requirement for their amicable amalgamation
is principally elucidated in the novel. It talks about various attitudes, convictions and viewpoint exhibit in
various arrangements of society. The novel introduces the contention between the old and the new, the old and
the cutting edge convictions, between various social orders and people inside a similar society. Every one of
the characters in the novel have their individual view point however none of them can be indicated out not be
right. Their different approach towards life has regularly been a reason of contention and malevolence towards
each other. The story tosses light on conventional and present day convictions, their uneasiness towards each
other and its impact on human life.
The characters in the novel, which are very much sewn in the story and make a connection between the far off
social orders, are carved like normal individuals. Their normality gives the peruser a chance to associate with
them and see his appearance in them sooner or later or the other in the story. Through Mohini, the hero of the
story, and her family, the creator weaves an unattractive air. The joyful existence of a young lady before
marriage, the duty that marriage carries alongside it, the changed setup in which the young lady should alter
herself and the identity required as a part of one's identity is exceptionally all around depicted through
Mohini's Character. The two female characters, Mohini and Rooplekha portray the need of change amongst
custom and innovation. The essayist has a sharp eye of perception and through the multifaceted points of
interest exhibited in the story he has dove profoundly in human mind.
Mohini felt suffocated and defenseless. After some time a spiritualist went to her place and proposed a
prepare. The kid was Jayadev, ace of Behula, a splendid research researcher. Old mother felt thrilled. She
examined about Jayadev with the educator. The teacher additionally felt that Jayadev is a decent match for his
little girl however he was distrustful about wedding his little girl in a town. He realized that Jayadev has got
his training in the city however he has a place with the town and lives there. Mohini, then again, is exuberant
and chirpy. She would discover it truly hard to fit in a town life among old people. Old mother who was
persuaded with the proposition guaranteed him to put stock in his childhood. She guaranteed him of Mohini's
insight and flexible nature and how she would play a stay in Jayadev's life and when Mohini likewise
demonstrated enthusiasm than he was left with no motivation to question such a commendable match. Old
mother joyfully discussed Mohini's fortunes signs and horoscope yet the educator derided her thought and
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stated, "Fortunes signs. Horoscopes. What garbage! His voice was ridiculing. There's to be a social blend of a
horoscope and magnifying lens!
Here in the enormous house the city occupants were having an extraordinary time. Mohini at first was very
glad and pleased with getting a family and spouse that everybody looks upon. Heeralal then again, was having
a good time with his town companions. He would portray every one of his dreams like genuine stories to the
villagers abandoning them stunned and diverted. He used to discuss aero planes, radios, lifts, X-beams,
underground railroads, 50 stories high rises and so forth. Mohini was additionally being guided by her
relative. The huge house, its history and conventions, its legacy and its traditions began to appear like a major
obligation to her. There was a settled time for everything, for nourishment, for adore and so on. In any case,
she was all the while appreciating this stage as she had Jayadev's organization. Jayadev considered Mohini his
'Maitree', his better half, his motivation.
Through Mohini we see that how simple practices wind up plainly choking for individuals. It makes a division
among individuals. Mohini's Mother-in - law advises her to sing religious melodies as it were. She requests
that her wear plain cotton woven saris, wear gold rather than knickknacks and not wear make-up. She didn't
have anyone with whom she can share her soreness. The enormous house had turned into a divider between
her goals and herself. The young man Ranjan went about as an existence vest for her in her suffocating
unhappiness. Mohini, who was crushed by not having the capacity to imagine, discovered Ranjan on whom
she could shower her protective delight. Ranjan brought joy back in Mohini's life. Mohini used to overlook
her torment when she was with him. Jayadev who was completely covered in his work gave Mohini a
gramophone one day which fulfilled Mohini extremely. She used to indicate it to the town ladies consistently.
She used to show them lessons and disclose to them stories. The ladies in Behula love to tune in to Mohini.
She implies a considerable measure to them. Things began changing in Behula. Mohini was Jayadev's shadow
and Harindra turned into his correct hand.
India is a free nation yet we Indians are as yet not free. We are as yet serving some individual are as yet a
slave. We are serving a dreadful personality. This dread prompts superstitious convictions that influence our
life to shallow. It achieves its zenith when we endeavor to force our superstitious convictions on others and
need them to fall in line. This disposition of individuals contorts the picture of convention and old esteems and
portrays a wrong photo of the general public and its traditions in the brain of the individuals who are free from
fear and superstitious convictions. The author has given different cases of superstitions took after and their
loathsome result. The essentialness of horoscope appeared in the novel is the greatest case of superstitious
convictions. Jayadev's Mother discovered the best match in Mohini. She imagined that Mohini will convey a
child kid soon whose father-fortunes would spare Jayadev's life as said in Jayadev's horoscope. At the point
when this didn't occur, she created perniciousness in her heart for Mohini. The generally calm Mother-in-Law
all of a sudden turned unfriendly and said foul things to her.
SOCIOLOGICAL COMPULSIONS
A Dream in Hawaii is an exchange on eastern and western esteems and the particular attitudes framed by
living those qualities all the live long day. Not at all like other Bhattacharya books that essentially spin around
Indian Society and particularly concentrate on Bengal, this novel takes off high in the western sky catching
the Western esteems and life. Alongside his talk on the Western world, Bhattacharya discusses the Eastern
effect on West and furthermore the steady erosion that exists between them. The novel lay accentuation on
otherworldly esteems in life and furthermore demonstrates the communication between the east and the west.
It demonstrates the changing outlooks of individuals because of the impact of different esteems and methods
of insight. It shows the human yearn for deep sense of being to fill the vacancy in their lives.
The author has flawlessly depicted the want for satisfaction in one's life. The confidence that individuals have
in most profound sense of being and contemplation for achieving satisfaction and peace, is very apparent in
the characters. The novel exhibits an unmistakable elucidation of deep sense of being and its extension that
shifts from individual to person. Alongside that it likewise shows the paradoxes of the profound need of most
profound sense of being that regularly traps individuals in the web of defiled otherworldly existence affirmed
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by advantage searchers and narrow minded fakes in religious clothing. Alongside this the author has
immovably expressed that one can't lead a satisfying and serene life by stifling ones normal needs. Devjani's
musings excessively continued upsetting the tranquility in him. His plan for going by Hawaii was set rolling.
He tended to the social occasion at numerous settings out in the open gatherings masterminded by Stella. His
initially address went truly well.
The group of onlookers was entranced at tuning in to him. Stella's significant other Walt Gregson likewise
came there alongside his sweetheart Sylvia Koo. Stella was isolated from her significant other as they had
diverse perspectives on life. Walt Gregson gave most extreme significance to physical fulfillment and fleshly
satisfaction while Stella then again to profound satisfaction. Stella is an educator in religion and is doing
Ph.D. in Hinduism and Walt is an educator of English. Walt challenges Yoganand's theories and inquiries his
visit to America. He stated, "An Eastern sage searching futile for a response to the unanswerable. The
emergencies we know are past his restricted scope of experience". Stella however pays no regard to Walt's
considerations. She is an aficionado of Swami Yoganand. She has faith in Vedanta. She takes after purity and
looks for profound rising. Her restraint prompted contrasts amongst her and Walt. Stella aimlessly has faith in
Yoganand and is truly upbeat to have him in Hawaii.
The welcome and birthday festivity of Yoganand was masterminded by the two women at Jennifer's home.
Stella made the mood with an Indian touch. Yoganand met many individuals there. Vincent Swift, the
President of the East-West focus likewise met Yoganand. He valued Yoganand's work. He had plans to make
full utilization of Yoganand's essence in Hawaii. He intended to build up an establishment in Hawaii under
Yoganand's direction and talked about this thought with the general population he would require bolster from
in his attempt. He underlined on the need of raising assets for the same to guarantee that it is propelled on a
major scale. He even chose to name it Yoganand as he thought that it was sufficiently obscure to pull in
consideration. Stella proposed the name of the inside.
She was overpowered by the prospect of Yoganand's stay in Hawaii for a more extended time that the
establishment would guarantee. She feels the urgent need of his direction. Stella's significant other Walt, a
uninvited visitor to the festival who addresses Yoganand's need in Hawaii makes an inquiry: "How does a
yogi like you mastermind his sexual coexistence… "? He called a chaste's life irregular. He attempted his best
to inconvenience Yoganand by his inquiries. Vincent Swift's entrance from his exchange territory halted
Walt's and Yoganand's discussion. Quick at that point introduced his plan to Yoganand. Yoganand objected to
it as his saying was just to assist individuals in their otherworldly mission yet Vincent Swift with his smooth
talk persuaded him to thoroughly consider it in a month.
CONCLUSION
Bhabani Bhattacharya's fiction reflects the general public and strikingly catches the social, monetary and
political states of pre and post autonomy India. His six books beginning from So Many Hungers to A Dream
in Hawaii cover the whole range of society and its being. The past parts demonstrate the vivacity and
assortment of sub subjects in his books. Bhattacharya's virtuoso lies in his immaculate union of the similarly
vital and fascinating subthemes with his principle subject. The profound impact of the changing society on
him can be unmistakably seen in his books. He is a writer who thinks about the inborn issues in the general
public. His compassionate approach dependably influenced him to expound on society. His books touch his
peruser's brain to the most profound center on account of his significant comprehension of life and
individuals. Bhattacharya has faith in the energy of human will. He genuinely feels that an individual has
energy to achieve a noteworthy change in the general public in the event that he/she winds up noticeably
resolved to do as such. The writer has talked about the social, financial and political issues in his books yet it
is practically outlandish for a peruser to neglect alternate parts of her written work. Bhabani Bhattacharya is a
writer who has a profound comprehension on different parts of life and he has exhibited it liberally in his
books.
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